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CanadaABSTRACT Amino-terminus and carboxyl-terminus of connexins have been proposed to be responsible for the transjunctional
voltage-dependent gating (Vj-gating) and the unitary gap junction channel conductance (gj). To better understand the molecular
structure(s) determining the Vj-gating properties and the gj of Cx50, we have replaced part of the amino-terminus of mCx50
by the corresponding domain of mCx36 to engineer a chimera Cx50-Cx36N, and attached GFP at the carboxyl-terminus of
mCx50 to construct Cx50-GFP. The dual whole-cell patch-clamp technique was used to test the resulting gap junction channel
properties in N2A cells. The Cx50-Cx36N gap junction channel lowered the sensitivity of steady-state junctional conductance to
Vj (Gj/Vj relationship), slowed Vj-gating kinetics, and reduced gj as compared to Cx50 channel. Cx50-GFP gap junction channel
showed similar Vj-gating properties and gj to Cx50 channel. We further characterized a mutation, Cx50N9R, where the Asn (N)
at the ninth position of Cx50 was replaced by the corresponding Arg (R) at Cx36. TheGj/Vj relationship of Cx50N9R channel was
significantly changed; most strikingly, the macroscopic residual conductance (Gmin) was near zero. Moreover, the single
Cx50N9R channel only displayed one open state (gj ¼ 132 5 4 pS), and no substate could be detected. Our data suggest
that the NT of Cx50 is critical for both the Vj-gating and the gj, and the introduction of a positively charged Arg at the ninth position
reduced the Gmin with a correlated disappearance of the substate at the single channel level.INTRODUCTIONGap junctions (GJ) are intercellular channels that allow
direct exchange of ions, metabolites, secondary messengers,
and other small molecules between neighboring cells (1,2).
Each GJ channel is composed of two hemichannels, each
formed by oligomerization of six connexin (Cx) monomers.
The macroscopic gap junctional conductance (gj) is subject
to regulation by a number of physiological parameters, such
as transjunctional voltage (Vj), intracellular pH and calcium,
second messengers, or phosphorylation (3). Twenty-one
different Cxs have been identified in the human genome
(4), and gap junctions formed by each connexin show
unique Vj-dependent gating and unitary conductance via
molecular mechanisms that have not been fully defined.
Several lines of evidence demonstrate that there are two
distinct transjunctional voltage-dependent gating (Vj-gating)
mechanisms that can closeGJ channels.Macroscopically, the
Vj-dependent junctional current decay in many junctions
requires a biexponential fitting, indicating two gating
processes exist (5,6). At single channel level, multiple states
(open state, one or more substates, and closed state) were
observed (7,8); and the time course of gating transitions
between different states has been proposed to distinguish
the two gating mechanisms. One mechanism closes channels
very fast (<1–2 ms) to a substate; and the other mechanism
completely closes GJ channels from open or substate,
generally taking tens of milliseconds. Accordingly, these
two Vj-gating mechanisms have been termed as ‘‘fastSubmitted June 26, 2010, and accepted for publication July 19, 2010.
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0006-3495/10/10/2077/10 $2.00Vj-gating’’ and ‘‘slow Vj-gating’’, respectively (see review
(9) for details).
Experimental efforts have been focused on defining those
molecular domains determining Vj-gating mechanisms. The
amino-terminus (NT) of Cxs have been suggested to
partially line the pore of channel; and a cytoplasmic move-
ment of the NT, where the voltage sensor is believed to
reside, may initiate Vj-gating (10,11). However, carboxyl-
terminus (CT) has also been shown to be an integral part
of fast Vj-gating, which can be disrupted either by deleting
the CT of Cx32, Cx43, and Cx40 (5,6,12), or by fusing
bulky molecules (like green fluorescent protein, i.e., GFP)
to the CT of Cx43 (13,14), possibly limiting its mobility
and/or interfering with some of its intramolecular interac-
tions. However, some other studies indicated that the CT
involvement in the fast Vj-gating is probably Cx-specific,
because Vj-gating properties of Cx47-EGFP gap junctions
were indistinguishable from the wild-type Cx47 gap junc-
tions (15,16).
Cx50 GJ channels exhibit strong Vj-gating (17,18) and
a large unitary conductance (18,19). Interestingly, The CT
of Cx50 undergoes proteolytic cleavage during lens fiber
maturation, and in vitro studies have shown that truncation
of CT of Cx50 did not influence its Vj-gating properties
and unitary gap junction channel conductance (gj) (19,20).
However, replacement of the NT of Cx50 chicken ortholog
(Cx45.6) with that of Cx46 impacted multiple Vj-gating
properties and reduced the gj (21). Here, we further investi-
gated the roles of NT in determining the Vj-gating properties
and the gj by replacing the NT of Cx50 with that of Cx36 to
form a Cx50-Cx36N chimera, because previous studies havedoi: 10.1016/j.bpj.2010.07.032
2078 Xin et al.shown that the Vj-gating sensitivity and the gj of Cx50 and
Cx36 fall into the two extreme ends of the spectrum of all
connexins tested so far (18,22,23). We also modified the
CT by GFP attachment to make a Cx50-GFP chimera. The
dual whole-cell patch-clamp technique was used to examine
the macroscopic and single channel properties of gap junc-
tion channels formed by Cx50-Cx36N or Cx50-GFP in
transfected mouse neuroblastoma (N2A) cells. Our data
suggest that modification of the CT of Cx50 with GFP does
not influence the Vj-gating and the unitary conductance of
Cx50 gap junctions. However, the NT of Cx50 is critical
for both the Vj-gating and the unitary conductance. To iden-
tify the critical amino acid residues at the NT, we further
characterized Cx50N9R gap junctions, in which both the
Vj-gating and the single channel properties were modified
as compared to Cx50 gap junctions.MATERIALS AND METHODS
Creation of cDNA constructs: Cx50-Cx36N,
Cx50-GFP, and Cx50N9R
Cx50-Cx36N and Cx50N9R cDNA were generated by polymerase chain
reaction cloning. Detailed information on primers and templates are in the
Supporting Material. The resultant cDNA was inserted into pcDNA3.1()
expression vector. There are 10 different amino-acid residues between
Cx36 andCx50 in this part ofNT (Fig. S1 in the SupportingMaterial).Mouse
Cx50 cDNAwith the stop-codon removed was cloned and then inserted into
the pEGFP-N1 vector to generate a fusion protein Cx50-GFP (Fig. S1).N2A cell culture, transfection,
and immunolabeling
The mouse neuroblastoma (N2A) cells were purchased from American
Type Culture Collection (Manassas, VA). N2A cells were grown in Dulbec-
co’s modified Eagle medium containing high glucose with 2 mM L-gluta-
mine and no sodium pyruvate supplemented with 10% fetal bovine
serum, 100 mM penicillin, and 100 mg/mL streptomycin sulfate, in a humid-
ified atmosphere of 5% CO2 at 37
C. Transient transfection was performed
on N2A cells grown to 80–90% confluence in a 35 mm petri dish using
Lipofectamine 2000 (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA) as described previously
(24). To facilitate the identification of positively-transfected cell pairs, we
cotransfected GFP (or DsRed) cDNA with Cxs cDNA (Cx36, Cx50, or
Cx50-Cx36N) at a ratio of 1:4 and only cell pairs with fluorescent signal
were selected for double patch-clamp recording. Transfection of GFP (or
DsRed) cDNA alone was used as a negative control.
Immunolabeling and GFP fluorescent imaging are similar to that
described previously (24). Details are provided in the Supporting Material.Electrophysiological recording
Recording bath/pipette solutions and recording method are detailed in the
Supporting Material.
Macroscopic junctional conductance (gj) was calculated by dividing the
measured junctional current (Ij) by the transjunctional voltage:
gj ¼ Ij=Vj:
To ensure accuracy, off-line compensation was used to correct junctional
voltage errors resulted from the series resistance Rel of each patch electrode
in the gj calculations according to the expression (25):Biophysical Journal 99(7) 2077–2086gj ¼ DI2=½V1  ðI1 Rel1Þ  V2 þ ðI2Rel2Þ:Only those cell pairs with a gj < 9 nS were chosen to study Vj-gating, to
minimize the errors of series resistance on these measurements (26,27).
The peak and steady-state levels of junctional currents were measured at
the beginning and at the end of each Vj pulse, respectively. Steady-state
junctional current at each voltage step was normalized relative to the
peak current, and these normalized Gj,ss values were plotted as a function
of the transjunctional voltage. The relationship between Gj,ss and Vj was
then fitted by assuming a Boltzmann equation (18,22),
Gj;ss ¼
ðGmax  GminÞ=

1 þ expAVj  Vo
þ Gmin;
where Vo is the voltage at which the conductance is half-maximal, Gmax is
the maximum normalized conductance, Gmin is the normalized voltage-
insensitive residual conductance, and A is a parameter defining the steep-
ness of Vj-gating sensitivity.
Recordings from only those cell pairs that contained one or two channels
were used to determine the unitary current amplitudes. The unitary conduc-
tance (gj) was calculated by dividing the measured amplitudes of single
channel current (Ij) by the transjunctional voltage (Vj): gj ¼ Ij / Vj. The
amplitudes were either determined by direct measurement of the traces or
by plotting all-points amplitude histograms and then fit with Gaussian func-
tions to determine the mean and variance of the baseline and open channel
current (28). The current signal was filtered at 2 kHz and digitized at 5 or 10
kHz. The recorded unitary current was filtered by a low-pass Gaussian filter
(200 Hz) for all analysis, unless otherwise noted.
Macroscopic and single channel data was acquired using a PC computer
through a Digidata 1322A AD-DA interface and pClamp 9.0 software
(Axon Instruments, Union City, CA). Group statistics were expressed as
mean 5 SE. Unpaired Student’s t-test and one-way ANOVA were used
to compare two groups and several groups of data for statistical differences,
respectively (* p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, and *** p < 0.001).RESULTS
Both Cx50-Cx36N and Cx50-GFP can form
functional gap junction channels
Dual whole-cell patch-clamp technique was used to test
whether the transfection of a certain Cx can result in func-
tional gap junctions in N2A cells by determining whether
the tested cell pairs were electrically coupled. Both wild-
typemCx36andmCx50havebeen shown to forma functional
GJ channelwhen transfected intoN2Acells (18,22), therefore
we routinely transfected Cx36 or Cx50 as the positive control
experiments. The percentage of electrically coupled cell pairs
(as shown in Fig. 1 A) was low in a population of N2A cells
transfected with Cx36 (33.95 3.3%, from N ¼ 7 transfec-
tions and 80 cell pairs) and high for those expressing Cx50
(71.8 5 9.6%, n ¼ 7, 57 pairs; p < 0.05 when comparing
to that of Cx36). The N2A cell pairs transfected with Cx50-
Cx36N had an average coupling percentage of 61.6 5
4.8% (n ¼ 7, 70 pairs). To our surprise, only 47.75 10.7%
(n ¼ 5, 42 pairs) of cell pairs transfected with Cx50-GFP
were electrically coupled. All of these coupling percentages
are significantly higher than that of negative control (3.15
1.6%, n ¼ 9, 71 pairs), which indicates that Cx50-Cx36N,
Cx50-GFP, Cx36, and Cx50 are all able to form homotypic
functional gap junction channels in N2A cells.
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FIGURE 1 Coupling percentage and macroscopic junctional conduc-
tance. (A) We did several times of transfections indicated as N, and tested
numerous cell pairs indicated as n. Averaged coupling percentages of
N2A cells expressing Cx36, Cx50, Cx50-GFP, and Cx50-Cx36N were
significantly higher than negative control (*** p < 0.001, one-way
ANOVA). (B) The gj of electrically coupled cells were plotted. The straight
line and error bars in each group show the mean 5 SE. Cx50-GFP dis-
played a strikingly smaller gj, as compared to other groups (p < 0.001).
(C) Confocal images of antibody labeling of Cx50 (top left) and green fluo-
rescent signals of Cx50-GFP (bottom left) in N2A cells. Plaque-like struc-
ture can be detected in cell interfaces for both Cx50 and Cx50-GFP.
Substantial cytoplasmic distribution was also observed in both cases. Phase
contrast images (right panels) show cell morphology and cell-cell inter-
faces. (scale bars, 10 mm.)
Role of Cx50 NT on Vj-Gating and gj 2079To closely examine the junctional conductance (gj) of
electrically coupled cell pairs, we plotted the individual gj
in each group. As shown in Fig. 1 B, cell pairs transfected
with Cx50-Cx36N displayed an average gj of 9.0 5
2.1 nS, which was not statistically different from that of
Cx36 (6.4 5 2.0 nS, n ¼ 48, p > 0.05), but was different
from that of Cx50 (18.3 5 2.8 nS, n ¼ 42, p < 0.05).
Surprisingly, cell pairs transfected with Cx50-GFP dis-
played a significantly lower gj (0.8 5 0.3 nS, n ¼ 20, p <
0.001) as compared to any other groups described above
as well as Cx43-GFP (29).
To assess whether the reduction in the gj of Cx50-GFP
expressing cell pairs was due to an improper trafficking of
the protein, we compared the distribution of Cx50-GFP
with that of wild-type Cx50 immunolabeling. In Cx50-
GFP expressing N2A cells (Fig. 1 C), the green fluorescence
of Cx50-GFP appeared to form gap junction plaquelike
structures at cell-cell interfaces, although abundant fluores-cent signal was also detected in the cytoplasm. Immunolab-
eling study revealed a similar distribution profile in Cx50
expressing N2A cells. This result indicates that the reduc-
tion in gj of Cx50-GFP channels was unlikely to be a result
of the improper trafficking of Cx50-GFP, but that some
other factors may contribute to reduce the number of active
intercellular gap junction channels.Macroscopic gj of Cx50-Cx36N channels
was temporally stable
From previous studies, instantaneous junctional current of
Cx36 gap junctions from all species analyzed increased
with time (also referred to as the run-up of gj (23,30,31)),
while the gj of Cx50 gap junction channel was stable during
a period of recording time. However, the molecular structure
determining the unique run-up properties of Cx36 is
unknown. To find out whether the NT of Cx36 is important
for this property, we tested the change of gj with time.
Within 5 min of recording period, a substantial increase in
the gj of Cx36 channel was observed under repetitively
applied 20 mV of Vj. The gj of Cx36 channel (n ¼ 5)
increased to ~3 times of the initial gj; however, the gj of
Cx50-Cx36N (n ¼ 5) and Cx50 gap junction channels
(n ¼ 4) were stable during the course of experiment (300 s,
Fig. S2 B). This result suggests that when the NT of Cx50
was replaced by the corresponding domain of Cx36, the
resultant Cx50-Cx36N gap junctions do not reproduce the
run-up property of Cx36 channels.Vj-gating sensitivity of gap junction channels
formed by Cx50-Cx36N or Cx50-GFP
Previous studies demonstrated that Cx50 gap junctions were
very sensitive to Vj, as compared to Cx36 channels (18,22).
Here we examined the Vj-gating sensitivity of the gap
junction channels formed by Cx50-Cx36N or Cx50-GFP
(Fig. 2). We also characterized the Vj-gating properties of
Cx36 and Cx50 GJ channels under the same experimental
condition for direct comparison. Fig. 2, B and C, illustrates
the junctional currents of Cx50 and Cx50-GFP expressing
cell pairs in response to different voltage steps ranging
from 0 mV to5 100 mV for 7 s, respectively. Macroscop-
ically, Cx50 and Cx50-GFP channels shared similar
Vj-dependent gating properties. The inactivation in junctional
current was evident at Vj values >40 mV and <40 mV,
and nearly symmetrical for positive and negative Vj values.
The dependence of the normalized steady-state gj (Gj,ss)
on Vj for Cx50 and Cx50-GFP channels were plotted and
fit to a Boltzmann equation (Fig. 2 E). The Boltzmann
parameters for Cx50-GFP are Gmin ¼ 0.18, V0 ¼ 34 mV,
and A ¼ 0.19 for pulses of negative polarity, and Gmin ¼
0.17,V0¼ 37mV, andA¼ 0.13 for pulses of positive polarity.
The Boltzmann parameters for Cx50 are Gmin ¼ 0.20, V0 ¼
38 mV, and A ¼ 0.15 for pulses of negative polarity, andBiophysical Journal 99(7) 2077–2086
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FIGURE 2 Vj-gating sensitivity of Cx36, Cx50, Cx50-GFP, and Cx50-
Cx36N gap junction channels. (A–D) families of junctional currents
recorded in response to Vj pulses (5100 mV in 20 mV steps) from N2A
cell pairs expressing Cx36 (A), Cx50 (B), Cx50-GFP (C), and Cx50-
Cx36N (D). (E) Normalized Gj,ss of Cx50 gap junction channels (solid
circle, n ¼ 5) and Cx50-GFP gap junction channels (open circle, n ¼ 3)
were plotted against Vj. (Solid lines) Best fit of the data to a Boltzmann
equation. See results for Boltzmann parameters. (F) Normalized Gj,ss of
Cx36 gap junction channels (open triangle, n ¼ 4) and Cx50-Cx36N gap
junction channels (solid triangle, n ¼ 3) were plotted against Vj.
2080 Xin et al.Gmin¼ 0.15, V0¼ 39 mV, and A¼ 0.16 for pulses of positive
polarity.
To characterize the Vj-gating sensitivity of Cx50-Cx36N
gap junctions, a series of voltage steps ranging from
0 to5100 mV, with a longer duration (15 s) were applied,
because our data indicated that the Ij inactivation of Cx50-
Cx36N channels was much slower than that of Cx50. As
shown in Fig. 2 D, at low voltage steps 0 to540 mV, there
was no obvious change in the ratio of the steady-state junc-
tional current, Ij,ss to the Ipeak; however, at high voltage
steps560 to5100 mV, Ij,ss was clearly smaller than Ipeak
and was nearly symmetrical for both Vj polarities. Interest-
ingly, the steady-state Vj-gating sensitivity of Cx50-Cx36N
GJ channel was similar to that of Cx36 GJ channel
(Fig. 2 A). The normalized Gj,ss values for Cx50-Cx36N
and Cx36 GJ channels were plotted with respect to Vj and
superimposed in Fig. 2 F. No Boltzmann fitting was per-
formed, because the Gmin in both cases were not converged.
This result indicates that replacing the NTof Cx50 by that of
Cx36 dramatically reduced the Vj-gating sensitivity of Cx50
GJ channel.Biophysical Journal 99(7) 2077–2086Vj-gating kinetics of gap junction channels
formed by Cx50-Cx36N
Asmentioned above, the Ij of Cx50-Cx36N tookmuch longer
time to reach a steady-state during the application of Vj,
therefore the changes in the Vj-gating kinetics were further
assessed at Vj of 5100 mV, 580 mV, and 560 mV
(Fig. 3). Representative traces at 100 mV are shown in
Fig. 3 A, and the Ij were normalized to the peak amplitude
(Fig. 3 A, right panel) for a clearer comparison. The initial
portions of the Ij traces from Fig. 3 A are shown in Fig. 3 B
to compare their differences in the time constants. The time
constants under different Vj pulses (560 ~100 mV) were
plotted in Fig. 3 C. Data from different polarity, but same
absolute value of Vj pulses were pooled together, as there
were no significant differences between them. For Cx36
and Cx50-Cx36N gap junctions, the junctional current
decays at the Vj pulses assessed were fit well with a single
exponential process. For Cx50 gap junctions, however, the
Ij inactivation was fit well with a fast (t1) and a slow (t2)
exponential decay at 580 (n ¼ 4) and 5100 mV (n ¼ 6).
At 560 mV only one relatively fast time constant (t1 ¼
0.66 5 0.15 s, n ¼ 6) was needed to describe the Cx50
channel Ij inactivation. The time constants of Ij inactivation
of Cx50-Cx36N were significantly longer than the fast
component of Cx50 and Cx36 channels at all of the voltages
studied (p < 0.01, one-way ANOVA), but were not statisti-
cally different from the slow component of Cx50 channel
decay time constant (p > 0.05, one-way ANOVA). At low
voltages (520 and 540 mV, in some cases 560 mV),
time constants could not be accurately determined, either
due to the absence of a measurable current decay or because
the decay did not appear to be an exponential process.
In the case of Cx50-GFP GJ channels, no apparent change
in Vj-gating kinetics compared to Cx50 channels was
observed, indicating that tagging GFP at the CT of Cx50
dose not influence theVj-gating kinetics of Cx50 GJ channel.Single channel activities of gap junction channels
formed by Cx50-Cx36N or Cx50-GFP
To study the single channel properties of the gap junctions
formed by Cx50-Cx36N or Cx50-GFP, current traces were
recorded from poorly coupled N2A cell pairs with one or
two active GJ channels. Representative Cx50 and Cx50-
GFP single channel currents in response to Vj pulses of
20, 40, 60, and 100 mV were illustrated in Fig. 4, A and B,
respectively, and they clearly exhibited similar single
channel activities. In both cases, channels showed transi-
tions between main open state and substate, or closed state.
Transitions from open state to substate were frequent and
evident when Vj pulses were >20 mVand <20 mV. Chan-
nels preferentially stayed in substate with the increase of Vj,
whereas transitions to closed state, either from main open
state or substate, were very rare. All-points amplitude
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FIGURE 3 Vj-gating kinetics of Cx50-Cx36N gap junction channel. (A)
Junctional currents of Cx36, Cx50, and Cx50-Cx36N gap junction channel
were elicited by Vj step to 100 mV (left panel). Ij values were normalized
with respect to the peak inward currents (right panel) to compare their
differences in Vj-gating kinetics. (B) The initial portion of current traces
from panel A to show differences in time constants. Cx36 trace was fit
well with one exponential (t ¼ 207 ms). Cx50 trace was fit well with
two exponentials (tfast ¼ 21 ms, tslow ¼ 2.6 s). (Inset) The expanded time-
scale of fast component. Cx50-Cx36N trace, with disappeared fast compo-
nent, was only fit with one exponential (t ¼ 3.3 s). (C) Time constants for
junctional current decay at Vj ¼ 560, 580, and 5100 mV for Cx50,
Cx36, and Cx50-Cx36N. For Cx36 and Cx50-Cx36N gap junctions, the
junctional current decays at the Vj pulses assessed were fit well with a single
exponential. For Cx50 gap junctions, however, the Ij inactivation was fit
well with a fast and a slow exponential decay at580 (n¼ 4) and5100 mV
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FIGURE 4 Single channel activities of Cx50, Cx50-GFP, and Cx50-
Cx36N gap junction channels. (A–C) Junctional currents recorded in
Cx50 (A), Cx50-GFP (B), and Cx50-Cx36N (C), expressing N2A cells in
response to voltage steps from a holding potential of 0 mV, and their corre-
sponding all-points amplitude histograms are shown on the right of the
traces. Both Cx50 and Cx50-GFP single channel showed transitions from
open (O) to substate (S), open to closed (C), and substate to closed state.
At low voltages, channels preferred to stay in open state, and made more
transitions to substate with the increase of Vj. Transitions from either
open or substate to closed state were infrequent and only favored at higher
voltages. For Cx50-Cx36N channel, when Vj is higher than 60 mV, clear
transitions from open to closed state could be detected, but no evident tran-
sition to substate was observed. (D) Average gj of Cx50, Cx50-GFP, and
Cx50-Cx36N channels. The main-open state and substate gj of Cx50-
GFP have no significant difference from those of Cx50 gap junction chan-
nels, respectively (p ¼ 0.15, p ¼ 0.84 Student’s t-test). The gj value of
Cx50-Cx36N gap junction channels was significantly different (p < 0.001,
Student’s t-test) from the main-open gj, but not from the substate gj of Cx50
gap junction channel (p ¼ 0.71).
Role of Cx50 NT on Vj-Gating and gj 2081histograms for these single channel currents were used to
determine the current amplitudes of the main open state
and the substate. For Cx50-GFP GJ channel, the main-
open state gj was 187 5 12 pS (n ¼ 8), and the substate
gj was 40 5 4 pS (n ¼ 6), which were not significantly
different from the main-open state gj of 2055 5 pS (n¼ 11,p¼ 0.15) and the substate gj of 395 4 pS (n¼ 6, p¼ 0.84)
for Cx50 GJ channel.
For Cx50-Cx36N single GJ channel, there were infre-
quent flickering transitions between open and closed state
when Vj ¼ 540 mV; no clear transition could be detected
when Vj¼520 mV (data not shown). Representative single
channel currents, when Vj was 60 mV, 80 mV, and 100 mV,
are shown in Fig. 4 C. Clear transitions of the single channel
current to the closed state were detectable during these
voltage steps. It is noteworthy that only one open-state
was detected during any Vj pulses applied in our experi-
ments, which is unlike the Cx50 gap junction channel,
where more than one open-state was observed. Analysis of
five cell pairs containing one Cx50-Cx36N GJ channelBiophysical Journal 99(7) 2077–2086
2082 Xin et al.yielded a gj of 37 5 2 pS, which is significantly smaller
than the main-open state gj (p < 0.001), but not different
from the substate gj of Cx50 GJ channel (p ¼ 0.71).
At single channel level, we also found that Cx50-Cx36N
channel exhibited slow Vj-gating kinetics, as the transitions
between open and closed state mostly took several to tens of
milliseconds. To have a closer look at the Vj-gating kinetics
at single channel level, representative single channel transi-
tions among open, substate, and closed state of Cx50-GFP,
Cx50, and Cx50-Cx36N during 100 mV Vj are shown in
Fig. 5. For Cx50-GFP and Cx50 channels, transitions
between open and substate were usually fast (~2 ms),
whereas transitions from open or substate to closed state
were usually slow (several to tens of milliseconds). For
the Cx50-Cx36N channel, only slow transitions between
open and closed state could be detected.0.2
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Having learned the changes in the Vj-gating and the gj of
Cx50-Cx36N channels, we started to determine the key resi-
dues responsible for these changes. The ninth position
appears to be an important key residue change between
Cx50 (asparagine, N) and Cx36 (arginine, R) NT with an
introduction of a positive charge and a larger side chain.
The expression of Cx50N9R in N2A cells resulted in signif-
icant gap junction coupling (27/60 cell pairs coupled in five
transfections). The Vj-gating properties of Cx50N9R gap5 pA
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FIGURE 5 Gating kinetics at single channel level. Representative transi-
tions (sampling interval: 200 ms) among open (O), substate (S), and closed
(C) state. Both Cx50 and Cx50-GFP channel showed typical fast transitions
(~2 ms) from open to substate and slow transitions from open or substate to
closed state (in the shaded rectangle). Cx50-Cx36N channel only showed
transitions between open and closed states, and the majority of them
were slow transitions (typical slow transitions were shown in the shaded
rectangle).
Biophysical Journal 99(7) 2077–2086junction channels were distinct from those of Cx50 channels
in several aspects. Fig. 6 A illustrates representative junc-
tional currents of Cx50N9R channels under 7 s duration
of Vj pulses from 100 to þ100 mV, with 20 mV incre-
ments. At520 mV, there were no evident junctional current
decays. The Ij decreased to a steady-state plateau starting at
Vj values of540 mV, and to a much steeper extent with the
increase of absolute Vj values. Typically, the steady-state
junctional current reached near-zero at 5100 mV. The
steady-state Gj/Vj relationship was plotted in Fig. 6 B
(n ¼ 4). The best fit of the data to Boltzmann equation
provides us the following parameters: A ¼ 0.09, Gmin ¼
0.04, and V0 ¼ 59 mV for Vj pulses of negative polarity;
and A ¼ 0.07, Gmin ¼ 0.02, and V0 ¼ 58 mV for Vj pulses
of positive polarity. For an easy comparison, the Boltzmann
fit of Cx50 Gj/Vj curve was also included in Fig. 6 B. Addi-
tionally, the kinetics of the macroscopic junctional current
inactivation at high Vj values was rapid (Fig. 6 A). Unfortu-
nately, we are not able to quantitatively describe the time
course of the junctional current inactivation of Cx50N9R
GJ channels at this stage, because limited number of traces
could be successfully fit with exponential decay.-120 -80 -40 0 40 80 120
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FIGURE 6 Cx50N9R gap junction channel properties. (A) Families of
junctional currents recorded in response to Vj pulses (5100 mV in 20 mV
steps) from N2A cell pairs expressing Cx50N9R. At520 mV, there was no
evident junctional current decay. Junctional current (Ij) started to decrease
at 540 mV, and the extent of Ij decrease increased with Vj. Typically, the
steady-state junctional current reached near-zero at 5100 mV. (B) The
steady-state Gj/Vj relationship was plotted and superimposed with that of
Cx50 (thin smooth line). (Thick solid line) Best fit of the data to Boltzmann
equation. (C) Single Cx50N9R gap junction channel current traces induced
by Vj pulses of 20, 40, 60, 80, and 100 mV applied on a pair of N2A cells.
Interestingly, only slow transitions (tens of milliseconds) between open
state and fully closed state were observed at all Vj pulses assessed. No
evident transitions to substate could be detected under these Vj pulses.
An expanded timescale (inset; sampling interval of 200 ms) shows that the
transitions are taking tens of milliseconds to fully close/open the channel.
The single channel conductance for this open state is ~127 pS.
Role of Cx50 NT on Vj-Gating and gj 2083Interestingly, the single Cx50N9R channel only exhibited
slow transitions (tens of milliseconds) from open to fully
closed state or the reverse process (Fig. 6 C), with a much
reduced unitary conductance (1325 4 pS, n¼ 10). Another
important difference from what we observed in the Cx50
channel is that no gating transitions to a substate could be
detected during the whole range of applied Vj pulses (from
100 to 100 mV) in this mutant channel (Fig. 6 C).DISCUSSION
The major goal of this study is to investigate the molecular
basis for voltage-dependent gating and unitary conductance
of the Cx50 gap junction channel. Our data demonstrate that
when the first 18 amino-acid residues of the NT of Cx50
were replaced by the corresponding portion of Cx36, the
resultant chimera, Cx50-Cx36N GJ channels, exhibited
reduced sensitivity of steady-state junctional conductance
to Vj, slow Vj-gating kinetics, and dramatically decreased
unitary conductance. Nevertheless, when the CT of Cx50
was tagged with GFP, the fusion protein Cx50-GFP
also formed functional GJ channels in N2A cells, but with
the Vj-gating properties and the unitary conductance similar
to the wild-type Cx50 GJ channels. Furthermore, when a
positively charged Arg at the ninth position of the NT of
Cx36 was substituted for the Asn of Cx50, the resultant
Cx50N9R gap junctions exhibited a series of novel Vj-gating
properties. Strikingly, the single Cx50N9R channel only
exhibited transitions from open to fully closed state.The role of NT in determining Vj-gating
and unitary conductance
It has been proposed that a portion of the NT lies within the
pore of the channel. When the channel is open, NT can sense
the electrical field. The movement of the NT toward the
cytoplasm causes the channel to close (10,11,32). The first
evidence that the NT plays an important role in Vj-gating
was obtained in studies on Cx32 and Cx26 (10), which
indicated that the charged amino-acid residues in the first
positions of the NTs form part of the Vj-gating sensor. Site-
directed mutagenesis studies have shown that residues in
the NT influence various physiological properties including
Vj-gating and unitary conductance. For example, replace-
ment of two glutamate residues, E9 and E13 of Cx40 with
the corresponding lysine residues from Cx43, leads to
reduced Vj-gating and unitary conductance (25). A Cx50
mutant (Cx50-D3N) has been demonstrated to invert the
gating polarity of Cx50 from positive to negative (33).
Replacing the NT of Cx50 chicken ortholog (Cx45.6) with
rat Cx46 reduced the voltage sensitivity of the steady-state
junctional conductance, slowed the inactivation kinetics of
the junctional currents, and decreased the unitary conduc-
tance (21). Taken together, both structural and functional
studies have suggested that NT is critical for Vj-gating andunitary conductance. However, the details of the Vj gating
sensitivity and kinetics at macroscopic and microscopic
level have not been fully investigated.
Our studies on Cx50-Cx36N GJ channels indicate that
there are two types of Vj-gating mechanisms in Cx50
GJ channels at single channel level: one is fast, gating the
channel to a substate, and the other is slow, but gates the
channel to closed state. This is consistent with the Vj-gating
model previously proposed for Cx43, Cx32, and Cx40
(5,6,14). The replacement of the NT of Cx50 by that of
Cx36 dramatically modified the Vj-gating sensitivity,
kinetics, and single channel activities of Cx50 gap junctions.
This indicates the amino-acid residue constitution of the NT
of Cx50 is critical for these properties. The reduced steady-
state Vj-gating sensitivity, slow gating kinetics, and reduced
single channel conductance are likely to be accounted for by
the inefficient sensing of Vj by the Vj sensor. Because the
fast Vj gate for Cx50 GJ channel has been proposed to close
when Vj is positive at the cytoplasmic side (34,35), the Vj
sensor located in the NT, accordingly, should be negatively
charged. Sequence alignment shows that the NT of Cx36
(the first 19 amino acids) is more positively charged than
the corresponding portion of Cx50, therefore the Cx50-
Cx36N GJ channel is likely to reduce the ability to sense Vj.
Nevertheless, we must acknowledge that Cx50-Cx36N
gap junction channel does not exactly reproduce the proper-
ties of Cx36 channel as well. There are two possible
explanations.
1. The NT structure studies on other Cxs (11,36), as well as
functional characterizations of mutational and domain-
swapping gap junction channels (37–39), suggest that
other domain(s) of the connexin molecule may contribute
to Vj-gating properties and unitary conductance.
2. Insertion of the NT of Cx36 into that of Cx50 may
induce a conformational change of the molecule, which
in turn is likely to create a new Vj-gating mechanism,
rather than by modifying the one existing in wild-type
channel.
It must be noted, however, that the interpretation of these
results can be complex; therefore, we are not able to differ-
entiate between these possibilities.
To obtain more insights into the mechanism underlying
these aberrant properties of Cx50-Cx36N gap junction
channel, we made a reciprocal chimera, Cx36-Cx50N, by
replacing the NT of Cx36 with that of Cx50. Unfortunately,
this chimeric Cx was unable to form functional gap junction
channel in N2A cells, although immunostaining study
revealed gap junction plaque-like structures at cell-cell
interfaces (L. Xin and D. Bai, unpublished observations).
Given that this reciprocal chimera failed to provide insight-
ful information, we started to focus on NT mutational
studies in an attempt to elucidate how the changes in
amino-acid residue could influence the Vj-gating and the
single channel conductance of the Cx50 gap junctionBiophysical Journal 99(7) 2077–2086
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particular interest for several reasons.
1. Asn (N), a noncharged amino-acid residue, at this posi-
tion of Cx50, corresponds to a positively charged and
bulkier side-chain residue, Arg (R) of Cx36. Introduction
of a positive charge in the NT is likely to influence its
behavior in the electrical field, if this locus resides in
the channel pore.
2. The same mutation N9R in the chicken ortholog of Cx50
(Cx 45.6) was previously found to alter Vj-gating in
oocyte pairs (21). It is noted that there are two amino-
acid residue differences in the N-terminus between
Cx50 and Cx45.6, in which the E13, H17 at Cx50 corre-
spond to Q13, Q17 at Cx45.6, respectively.
3. Correlative studies of this mutation at macroscopic
and single channel level in a mammalian cell system
were not available. Consequently, we characterized the
Vj-gating properties and single channel activities of
Cx50N9R in N2A cells.
Based on these findings from the Cx50N9R gap junction
channel, some of the existing arguments regarding the
Vj-gating mechanism are further supported. However, it
also casts doubt upon whether the macroscopic Vj-gating
kinetics can be reliably associated with the gating kinetics
at single channel level. Previous studies on rCx43, hCx37,
and mCx45, as well as hCx50 and mCx50 (5,18,19,40,41),
have shown that, in the absence of a Vj gradient, the junc-
tional channels normally remain stabilized at the fully
open state, and that the reduction of junctional conductance
following large Vj pulses is mainly associated with transi-
tions between main open state to a substate. Thereby, there
is an apparent agreement between the Boltzmann parameter
Gmin value and the ratio of residual/main conductance
values for at least these Cxs channels mentioned above,
if not for all. In this case, our findings on Cx50N9R gap
junction channel provide further evidence that the voltage-
dependent entry of channels into substate is likely to
underlie the Gmin, as the lack of substate at single channel
correlates well withGmin near zero. However, when it comes
to the Vj-gating kinetics at macroscopic level, at least one
fast decay component, which is comparable to the fast
component of Cx50 gap junction channel, can be deter-
mined in Cx50N9R channel. By contrast, the lack of fast
transitions but only slow transitions from open state to fully
closed state were observed at single channel level, indicative
of the absence of fast Vj-gating process in this mutant
channel.
Our data indicate that one must be cautious in associating
the kinetics of macroscopic junctional current decay with
the fast and slow gating processes observed in the single
channel transitions for a given Vj. Moreover, introduction
of an amino-acid residuewith a positive charge and a slightly
bulkier side chain (Arg) in theNTofCx50 greatly reduced the
unitary conductance, which suggests that the ninth positionBiophysical Journal 99(7) 2077–2086of the NT of Cx50 may contribute to the pore of channel,
and that this in turn influences the single channel conduc-
tance. Alternatively, it may induce a conformation change
of channel, thereby indirectly altering the arrangement of
pore-lining region to reduce the channel conductance.
Taken together, the behaviors of Cx50N9R channel
provide additional insights into the molecular mechanism
underlying Vj-gating and unitary conductance of Cx50 gap
junctions. However, we must acknowledge that the effect of
a single mutation on Vj-gating and single channel conduc-
tance must be interpreted cautiously because important
structural changesmayhave a fundamental role, andmutation
could create a novel gating mechanism rather than simply
modifying that already present in the wild-type. Conse-
quently, more systematic mutational studies combining func-
tional tests with structural assays must be carried out, to
clearly elucidate themolecular basis forVj-gating and unitary
conductance of the gap junction channel.The role of the CT of Cx50 GJ channel
Several studies have identified an important role of CT in
transjunctional voltage-dependent gating, as the truncation
of CT disrupted fast Vj-gating of Cx32, Cx43, and Cx40
(5,6,12). In addition, attachment of GFP at the CT of
Cx43 also produced a change in Vj-gating similar to that
observed with CT truncated Cx43 (13,14). On the contrary,
CT of Cx50 seemed not to be involved in the Vj-gating
properties, because removal of the majority of CT from
human and mouse Cx50 resulted in tail-less Cx50 mutants,
which could form functional gap junction channels when
expressed in N2A cells or Xenopus oocytes and displayed
nearly identical Vj-gating properties and similar unitary
conductance to those of wild-type Cx50 (19,20). Consistent
with the properties of gap junctions formed by CT truncated
Cx50, this study, by using green fluorescent protein tagged
to the CT of Cx50, also resulted in the formation of
functional gap junction channels exhibiting very similar
Vj-gating property and unitary conductance to full-length
Cx50 channels. Therefore, neither cutting off the majority
of CT nor adding a bulky fluorescent protein to the CT of
Cx50 alters the Vj-gating property of the Cx50 GJ channels.
In addition, Cx50-GFP GJ channel exhibited a dramatic
reduction in macroscopic junctional conductance, which is
consistent with previous studies (19,20). The reduction in
gj observed in CT truncated Cx50 was proposed to correlate
the endogenous cleavage of Cx50 with negative regulation
of channel activity, possibly through a reduction in the
number of functional channels.
This study indicates that when the CT of Cx50 was modi-
fied by GFP attachment, the number of functional channel
was likely to reduce, but the Vj-gating properties and the
unitary conductance of those active Cx50-GFP channel
were not different from the wild-type Cx50 channel (18)
or the CT truncated Cx50 channel (19,20).
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